Science workshop held at IUCAA

THE Speaking Tree Educational Institution, under the aegis of Siddeshwar Shikshan Sanstha, conducts various workshops for teachers, parents and grandparents. One such workshops was conducted recently at ‘IUCCA’ on ‘Science through fun’, wherein Dr Arvind Gupta and his students Ashok Rupner and Dr Vidula Mhaisekar explained 40 concepts of science and maths through various audio-video aids, madeup of household material and thrash. Dr Gupta narrated a short story about a teacher Gijubhai Badheka and discussed about two books namely ‘Totochan’ and ‘Divaswapna’. The seminar was attended by 52 teachers of different schools in the city. The institute also conducted two workshops in Gurukul English Medium School for teachers on soft skills, in which topics like personality development, effective communication skills, leadership for teachers and teamwork in school were covered.